should  be  brought to  the  notice of, the Government
servant concerned*	. ,
"'- One of the most pleasing features of life in Hyderabad has been the amity between educated people of different communities. We find none of that communal bitterness which disfigures society so much in other areas* A common urbanity prevents religious differences from becoming serious obstacles to reasonable social and civic 'life, and we have knowledge of many instances of friendship between individuals belonging to different religions* even when in opposite political camps. This is not a recent trend; indeed, it is to some extent an attenuated vestige of the earlier period when, in the service of the State, religion did not count for anything in particular and the State was prepared, as for instance, under Salar Jung," to employ without hesitation in most of its services any member of any religion^ provided only he was the most suitable. Conditions in this respect deteriorated later. the aim latterly being to give to Muslims a great preponderance in the public services. Thus, in 1947-48, 80 per cent, of Taluqdars were Muslims. For some time after the establishment of the Military Government, attempts were made to remedy this disproportion both through recruitment and through promotion. Later9 it was decided that, in all direct services the proportion of Muslims should not exceed 12| per cent.; 12 J per cent* being reserved for Harijans, provided a sufficient number of candidates with minimum qualifications was available* and the rest going to others* The new Constitution made any such limitation illegal, and the Committee is glad to note that, recently, orders have been issued cancelling these reservations. In future, • both recruitment and promotion will be on the basis of merit alone. , Communal disproportion has been remedied to a certain extent, and we have little doubt, the emphasis on religion as a basis for service will in future be considerably lessened in this State,
A Chinese civil servant of 1100 AJX who rose to very high position in the Empire* laid down as the principle to be followed by decent administrators—independent thinking and impartiality. The latter part of his life was spent in exile. Nor need it occasion any surprise if, even in democratic India, rigid adherence to these principles leads to tfa&same fate. It should, however, be remembered that there fo no more fertile cause of wrong decisiaw

